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A4 Origami Hearts
These hearts are fun and a bit addictive to make!
Not at all complicated, and suitable for children
and absolute origami beginners.
Use any kind of A4 paper (not too heavy) or find a
variety af patterned sheets to download from the
blog. Happy Valentine 2017!

heartheartseason.blogspot.dk
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...and make another diagonal fold. Now it looks
like this. Turn over the paper.....
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Now you flatten it, like this.
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Now the two side bits are folded inwards towards
the centre line, align with the part you just did.

You’ll need an A4 sheet, or one of my patterned

sheetspapier
(download from blog) - cut off the edge.
A4
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...and make a straight fold, opposite direction,
and crossing the two other lines in the middle.
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The two upper pointy flaps are folded upwards,
aligning exactly with the edges, meeting the tip.
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And now the folds look like this.
Now turn the whole thing over!

Do this diagonal fold, aligning very exactly with
the edge. Pattern side facing down.
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Now it looks like this.
This is a very basic origami starting point.
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They form two ‘wings’ like these...
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And fold up your square bottom, to meet the
corners neatly, or just a teeny tiny bit below!

Press flat...
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Flatten them very neatly - perhaps use a tool.
A bone folder or a tea spoon work well.
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Now fold down the two ‘wing tips’ diagonally
downwards, to create some heart shape...
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And there you go: an origami heart!

...and now fold down the upper layer of the
triangular part above.
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Now tuck these flaps into the natural pockets,
formed by the bit you folded down before.
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...these you simply fasten, by folding them
around the edge, like this...
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Looking a bit different from the other side.

Now fold up the two bottom corners, along the
centre line. They are thick, so press with force.
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Flatten and press some more...
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...and then you tighten and flatten one last time.

Wie draag jij een
warm hart toe?
Maak er ééntje en
schenk het aan die
persoon.
Say Happy Valentine to someone you like........♥
Download these free pattern sheets from the blog!

Hetzelfde hartje met een blaadje papier
verhouding 8 x 10 cm - 12 x 15 cm.
Volg de vouwinstructies.
Je kan ook dit filmpje bekijken:
https://www.origamispirit.com/2013/02/how-tomake-an-origami-heart-in-less-than-5-minutes/

